OCT 13-22

NBAA FLORIDA TOUR

This year we have a week to travel around much of Florida, with the NBAA being at Orlando and the
chance to visit lots of interesting airports in the area, with a chance to stay on in Miami
SAT 13 We depart from the UK in the morning, via a transit in ATLANTA, to PENSACOLA. On arrival we
collect our Minivans and have a look around the airport. Our first nights hotel is nearby.
.
SUN 14 Today we visit PENSACOLA NAVAL AIR STATION and it’s large museum. We also have stops at
EGLIN AFB, DESTIN EXECUTIVE, TALLAHASSEE and finally JACKSONVILLE where we spend the rest
of the evening, with nearby airport hotel.

MON 15 After breakfast, a quick look around JAX INTL, then on to CECIL FIELD. In the afternoon we stop
at DAYTONA, SMYRNA BEACH, SANDFORD, then arrive at our hotel for the next 3 nights, at the end of
the runway at ORLANDO International.
TUE 16 We have all day in the area, to visit the NBAA in ORLANDO EXECUTIVE and the visitors at the
surrounding airports including MCO.
WED 17 Another day in the area, including EXEC, MCO, KISSIMEE and possibly some others.
THU 18 Today we depart for the TAMPA area. We visit TAMPA INTL, CLEARWATER, SARASOTA and our
overnight hotel is at Tampa International.
FRI 19 After breakfast, a quick look at TPA, then on to TAMPA EXECUTIVE, LAKELAND, then the rest of
the afternoon at WEST PALM BEACH, with nearby hotel.
SAT 20 We head south today, with stops at BOCA RATON, FORT LAUDERDALE EXEC and FORT
LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL, with nearby hotel.
SUN 21 Our last day and we again visit FORT LAUDERDALE, with OPA LOCKA, then the afternoon at
MIAMI airport. We have a late evening departure back to the UK, arriving next morning.
There is the option to stay 1 extra night in MIAMI, to spend some extra time here. We will have the
option to also visit TAMIAMI. Our hotel will overlook the MIA airport and we will fly back on Monday
evening, arriving back in the UK on Tuesday morning.

Regional departures possible. Why not extend longer!

Cost: £1495

Deposit: £395

1 Extra night in MIAMI, staying at an Airport hotel.

Single Room: £245
£89*

Includes transport &
Hotel with breakfast.
* Based on twin room price

